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Do you use The Work Number for employment verifications?  If not, what other means 
of verification do you use for employment?  

Number who responded, without comment,  that they use The Work Number - 27 

*** 

Yes, we use the Work number for employment verifications and if not able to get the 
information use income information form direct to the employer. 

*** 

We use the Work Number for some of our income verifications. 

*** 

The PI Company 

*** 

No. We use paper employment verifications. 

*** 

 3 most recent pay stubs. 

*** 

We do use the Work Number which is included with the Tenant PI subscription that we 
use. However, we only use that if they cannot provide the check stubs or a letter of hire 
from their employer. 

*** 

no   Contact employer 

*** 

Yes we just got signed up for it due to more employers making that the only way to do 
income/employment verifications. The other way we do verification is a form we created 
that we send to the employer to complete and return. 



*** 

We use the work number.  With a lot of employers that is our only option because they 
won't provide the information. 

*** 

 No, we call the employer 

*** 

Have used Work Number but not too many employers around here are on it so 
use paycheck stubs or our own Income Verification form 

*** 

CANNOT get into the work number. I have filled out their paperwork ( all 15 pages) and 
they always want something else . a mission statement!!!!??? the charter???? 

*** 

No, it didn't seem worth our time to get set up for just a couple tenants, so we use EIV 
or bank statements where direct deposits are made.  

*** 

Did use them- not lately- but also use a written employment verification PHA form & 
actual current 2 months worth of check stubs. 

*** 

Yes we use Work number and letters to employers also call when possible. 

*** 

We contact the employer directly to do a work reference 

*** 

No, we do not use this service, because only one of our area home health agencies 
uses it, and it costs extra money.  We still use employment verification forms and make 
calls as necessary. 

*** 

Yes I use the employment phone number you can get the truth. 



*** 

Yes for some.  I have the resident bring in information. 

*** 

We send Verification of Employment forms direct to employers. 

*** 

We use The Work Number and if the company isn't registered with them we use the old 
fashion method of mailing and faxing 

*** 

no.   check stubs 

*** 

If Work Number is not available, use 3rd party verification to employee along with EIV 

*** 

We use the work number thru Tenant PI, but we also try to try to verify by mail, check 
stubs and/or phone. 

*** 

Yes, if not on work number we send verification letters also we use 6 most recent 
consecutive check stubs 

*** 

We do use the Work Number. It is free, but takes 5 working days to get the info. 

*** 

We use the Work Number, also many companies now offer online income verification 
through their payroll service.  We have a computer in the lobby that applicants and 
residents can use to pull and print it right in the office 

*** 

We use the work number as well as inverify.net and verify job system (www.bavjs.com) 

*** 



I contact the employer for verification. 

*** 

We use the Work Number and get results in 5 days. We also use Verify Direct, 
CCCverfiy.com and Clickemback for immediate results. If course we call the company 
directly if possible. 

*** 

No, we use EIV and verify through third party verification, checks stubs and personal 
verification. 

*** 

Yes and other various employers verification systems. 

 

 

 

 


